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You know the modern historical theory of slavery. White men brought Africans to the Western
hemisphere, where they were sold for profit and put to work as slaves. The modern theory is true
as far as it goes, but it does not go nearly far enough. Slavery goes far beyond the 300-year
period when whites bought slaves from the Muslim wholesalers on the West coast of Africa.For
1400 years Islam waged jihad in Africa, India and Europe to enslave non-Muslims. Islam ran the
slave markets, not only on the West coast of Africa, but in North Africa and East Africa.The
foundation for this business was the Islamic doctrine of slavery. Mohammed’s example
established the way to be the perfect slave trader and slave owner. He sold slaves he captured
to finance jihad. Islam has a highly detailed doctrine of slavery.This book is a fascinating study of
the ideology that supported the world’s largest slave culture.

About the AuthorBill Warner holds a PhD in physics and math. He has been a university
professor, entrepreneur and applied physicist.Dr. Warner has had a life-long interest in religions
and their effects on history. His study of Islam started in 1970, but became his singular focus
after the horrific events of 9/11.Dr. Warner's scientific training shaped how he analyzed Islamic
foundational doctrine. In this collection of innovative works, Dr. Warner uses statistical methods
to simplify and illustrate undeniable, fact-based findings about the world of Political Islam.
Furthermore, all understanding of Islamic history and current events must be done in the light of
the Islamic doctrine found in the Trilogy--the Koran, Sira (Mohammed's biography) and Hadith
(Mohammed's traditions).Dr. Warner's writing is easy to follow and understand. You do not need
to be a scholar to understand these books.If we understand the world of Political Islam then we
can understand why certain Islamic events are happening around us and maybe even how we
can begin to stop them. It is for this reason that Dr. Warner started the Center for the Study of
Political Islam.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Shs Dooms, “Anyone who is interested in history wants to read this .... Anyone who is interested
in history wants to read this introduction to the Doctrine of slavery in Islam. It is clear, concise
and a rather unpleasant eye opener to where slavery originates from and how it is one of the
core tenets of Islam. Even today(!) there are still slave markets fully operational in places across
the Middle East where western society abolished it a long time ago because we realised it is
wrong and immoral. Any ideology or religion that has slavery as one of its core tenets deserves
the closest scrutiny and our deepest contempt for allowing it. Not until this ugly truth is dragged
before the limelight can we hope to solve the many problems these type of doctrines bring us.”

Auditman, “Expand your knowledge of Islamic slavery. This book was written in an unusual way;
not a novel, not a text book, but more like a historical research compendium. Had many
interesting notations and facts and at 70 pages, a quick read. I learned many new things about
slavery that I did not know.  This book is Level 2 in a series.  I recommend it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “they give an excellent summary of the main points that one should know. I
have been studying Islam for some time, but still got a lot of use out of Mr. Warner's books; they
give an excellent summary of the main points that one should know. If you do not want to spend
hundreds of dollars on bilingual translations of tafsir and ahadith, these little books are what you
are looking for.”

Martha Teklu, “Islam. This book explains the position of Islam in regards to slavery. Many
Muslims tell me that Islam is a religion of equality and freedom. But after reading this book, I
very well able to understand the position that the Quran held. The Arab mentality is a derivative
of their Book on the issue of slavery, kafir and the non-believers and this book explains the
whole background. I really enjoyed reading this book. The book wad delivered right away in an
excellent condition.”

LeeS, “Clear, Concise, Readable. Easy to read but not simplistic. This book will give you the
basics of Islam's support of slavery and its hand in slavery since its inception. Everyone needs to
have concise accurate info on Islam to understand world, national and most likely local events to
evaluate correctly what you are hearing.”

Robert Patton, “Well done, but not much new information if you have read the other books in this
series.. Well done, but not much new information if you have read the other books in this series.
However, the deep roots of slavery in Islam become very clear through the assembly of facts.”

Judy Barnard, “easy to readnew. new facts”



GCR, “the book gives a better understanding of the ideology regarding slavery. Based on the
trilogy of Islam (Koran, Life of Mohammed and the Haddiths), the book gives a better
understanding of the ideology regarding slavery.”

JOHN APPLEFORD, “The Doctrine of Slavery (An Islamic Institution). Another excellent short
book by Bill Warner the Director of Political Islam.com. The book is easy to understand and an
authoritative introduction to the Islamic doctrine on slavery, referencing Islamic sacred texts
throughout. Before I read this book, I also read by the same author: Sharia law for non Muslims
(level 1), A self study course on political islam (level 2) and A two hour Koran (level 1). It's been a
real eye opener for me and has been well worth the time!”

Veritas, “Muhammed's Addiction to Cruelty and Greed. A shocking but very informative
book.Kills the lie about Islam and freedom.”

R. J. Mckay, “Submission, master and slave.. When one ignores history, it is bound to be
repeated. Learn the truth about slaves and their masters as slavery is making a comeback under
Islam. Unbelievable? Think again.”

M Fenton, “Top class!. Dr. Warner as always presents the true facts. The frighteningly sad truth
being that entire cultures and populations live not just in sheer ignorance but lay mortally
wounded infused with an entirely erroneous narrative regarding the nature and aims of
Muhammad and his creation: Islam.Blinded indeed by lies and propaganda Islam is more truly
victorious through ignorance, especially self induced and cowardly apologetic ignorance, more
than terror itself.”

Mera Amaz, “Five Stars. a must for all”

The book by Bill Warner has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 41 people have provided feedback.
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